Analogue programming
Materials:

Purpose:
Programming for younger kids is often very abstract and
the logic not always that easy to understand. A first
exercise to ease the kids the 'real' programming on the PC is
to have some prior analog programming.
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Timeframe: 20 min
●

Group-size: unlimited

Long paper role with min. 7 holes
Pens
Paper stripes in different colors (jump, seed, skip, ifthen)
Some „carrots“ (any material you find convenient like
paper, some toys or even real ones)
One „stone“ (any material you find convenient like
paper, some toy or a real one)

Age group: all age groups
Materials: - Paper
- Pens
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Analogue programming
Instruction:
Prepare a long paper (ie. 5 meter) stripe and make approx 7 holes (approx 30 cm) and cut some paper stripes (see list of materials)
1.Explain the students following scenario: what you see is a rabbit field. You are the rabbit and you jump from one hole to the next
and seed some carrots. As soon as they have reached the end of the field you ask the student what they have done. They would
realize that they have done a series of 'jump - seed'. As the student to lay with the paper stripes what they have just done.
2. Let the students start again with the carrots for seeding, but before they start you put in one hole a stone. A hole that include a
stone can not let a carrot grow, thus the student would need to skip the seeding in this hole and jump over that hole. At the end of
the field, you ask again the student to lay with the paper stripes his/her activity.
3. Take away the stone and let the students seed in any hole. At the end you give them the stipe 'repeat' x times. The students will
have to lay the stripes jump-seed only once if they include the stripe 'repeat'.
4. Discuss with the students how the stripes would have to be layed if you use the 'reapet' but one stones lies in the hole. As soon as
there are some ideas, give them the 'if - then' stripe.
Optional:If you have a group of students you could split the group and ask each group to 'programm' the other group. Therefore give
them each a 'start' paper stripes and some plain paper stripes so that the students can write their own programming. Once they are
finalized the other group needs to read the programme and test/do what is written there.
Source: Linda Luikas (2018) Hello Ruby. Adventures in Coding. Macmillan (US) and Penguin Random House (AU)
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